FRSC Flashback Shows

To Find Any Particular Flashback (in bold), go to Replay date in the show—shown in parenthesis after the date of each Flashback—and locate the show on which it was broadcast under the various links on the Bathrobespierre’s Broadsides section of the main page at http://huffsantacruz.org/ (See HUFF blog for descriptions sent out describing shows also on the main page)

* = full flashback not yet archived on HUFF website

**August 1984** (6-7-09) Public comment...August 1984 Board of Supervisors Hearing on expanding the County Camping Ban to make it a Misdemeanor: Michael Hilgard (“BamBam”) leads off... Laura Sotell, a vet, Carol Francine, John Hernandez, Katherine attorney Ray Grueneich, Donna Smith with Child Advocacy Project, Jerry Rubin, Gayle the writer, Michael Copeland, Margaret Brandow, Shawn,

**1985:** (6-14-09)(6-21-09)(6-28-09)(7-5-09)(7-12-09)(7-19-09) (7-26-09)(8-2-09)February 12, and March 19, 1985 Board of Supervisors considers misdemeanor Camping Ordinance for Santa Cruz County...Supervisors and Al Noren support the ordinance....postponed until after North Coast Beach Commission hearing... Jesus Santos, Judith (Calvalry Episcopal minister), Mr. Alexander (UCSC research student), Dan Wilson, Judy Lindmore, Christina Bowman (UCSC student teacher), Ray Grueneich (attorney), Charles Wilson, Jay, a woman who heads the Grey Panthers, Ellis, mary Doe, Joshua Cardenas, Mike, Al, Steve the juggler, Jan Gold, Brian, Karen, the 9-year old Hernandez, Brian Rooney—law criminalizes sleeping and cooking, would put homeless in jail, Paul Martin—worker who lives by camping, John Began—prevented from serving food at Louden Nelson, Carolyn—saw no violence nor defecation and will vote against Supes who support the law, Ralph Barnes—Seattle visitor suggesting people will turn to crime to pay fines; David Scott—gardener who thinks law will funnel folks into the military, John James—computer consultant noting law will arrest tourists, ban cooking in an RV, Eva—ex-Grey Panther denounces city for not helping find shelter... Jack, chair of local Grey Panthers; ma who fears her 2-year old daughter will be taken away from her, now has welfare; Charles Wood, UCSC student, on camping ban irresponsible law for responsible govt; Don Harris—on nomadic living; Supervisor’s objection: how to let folks camp yet shut down property owner improvements; Joshua Butts—wasted bureaucracy money on “homeless services” that doesn’t get to homeless; Jerry—litter left by middle-class folks; Steve Hopkins—new bad camping law will impact everyone, Mary Doe, Joshua Cardenas, etc.... speakers at the public hearing nearly all oppose Sheriff Noren's harsh “no camping/sleeping in county” law: will drive borderline people over edge, overbroadly criminalizes bas stoves, sleeping in vehicle next to a relative's house, sleeping during the day on the beach: Margaret Brenda and daughter Blossom, Mee Sook Grueneich, Chairman of Rio Del Mar Improvement Assn, Ron C., Joel from CCNV in D.C., Jim Hansom reports Fire Dept. discrimination, homeless Vet—no address, no job; Sam Mitchell urges partyer crackdown not homeless harassment; Supervisor Levy & Moor comments... supervisors Levy, Patton, Forbus, Cucheras, and Moore...proposed expansion of authorized camping opportunities that never happened, housing alternatives for the homeless that never happened.

1988: (4-14-02, parts 3-4) City Council Candidate Forum at Café Chameleon on the Camping Ban including Ray Grueneich, Charles Grey, Ed Porter, & others

1988: (10-24-17) Flashback audio never before played from 1988 featuring the voices of many Sleeping Ban fighters including Jane Imler, Linda Edwards, Rocky Stone, Ray Grueneich and Brian Koepke. Specifically: (1) the 7-12-88 City Council crushing of its own Human Relations Task Force resolution to humanize the Sleeping Ban. (2) KZSC 10-16-88 Interview of City Council candidate and Homeless Elder "Calamity" Jane Imler, "Bubbah" Brian Koepke, and Lighthouse Linda Lemaster (3) KZSC 11-11-88 Discussion of the Court and Street struggle to restore Human Rights in Santa Cruz featuring Bathrobepierre Robert, "Grinning" Ray Grueniech, Greatheart Charles Gray, and others.(4) Oral Communication Homeless Protests from the last three City Council meetings of 1988

1988: (8-31-06) Ray Glock-Grueneich confronting City Council candidates on Sleeping Ban in 1988 race

October 25, 1988 (9-27-09)(10-4-09) City Council Oral communications Sleeping Ban protest and Vice-Mayor Rotkin's damage-control diversion of homeless protest

March 1989: (4-29-07) Legal eagle Ray Glock-Grueneich defends Brian Flanagan Staley in flashback tape from March 1989 and Staley's conviction for serving the homeless free food at the Town Clock...Staley's phone interview after he was sentenced to 6 months in jail… Norse interview about S.C. Sentinel slandering Staley.

April 1989 (9-30-07) Santa Barbara activists in Santa Cruz in 1989

April 14, 1989 (11-12-17) the first segment of the Mega Sleep In Trial of activists, students, and unhoused folks on April 14, 1989 with defender Ray Grueneich squaring off against city persecutor John Barisone.

Summer 1989 (10-28-18) then-Attorney Grinning Ray Grueneich Attacks Torture Locally on John Sanditch’s KZSC Talkabout Show

July 13, 1989 (10-28-18) KPFA on S.F. Homeless Protest Building Takeovers

July 28, 1989 (10-28-18) KUSP News Broadcast on Homeless Activist River St. Shelter Occupation

12-24-89 (1-18-09) (2-8-09)(2-15-09) Xmas eve sleeping tickets for “Shoeless Joe” Parker and “Jailtime” Judith Beinert...Ray Grueneich’s interrogation and argument at trial

January 1990: (11-9-08) C Seize Homeless Table #4; Sgt ’Don't Fuck With Me’ St. Onge Strikes

March 1990 (7-29-18) Kitchenquest activists demand action at the Board of Supervisors, chant, serve food, get arrested...

March 1990 (11-2-08) Keith McHenry rallies Food Not Bombs supporters, then gives a history lesson and answers questions in Municipal Court in Mayor Agnos's attempt to criminalize feeding people...

March 1990 (3-8-09) “Jabberwocky” Jay Green, “Paddywagon” Calvin Pete Pascoe, Robert Norse in March 1990 at Wormhoudt City Council denouncing the Sleeping Ban as law that drove a native from town.

March 12, 1990 (3-12-09) Successful demonstration outside the “Cattleprod Café”—the County Building Cafeteria—protesting exclusion of homeless people there

April 1990 (10-26-08) Supporting Homeless People Harassed by Cops on Orders of the World Bank across the street from the Post Office Homeless Table w/Jane Imler and bank officials.

May 1990 (1-7-18) KSCO’s debate on the Sleeping Ban

June 1990 (10-19-08) Rehearsal for KSCO Interview with homeless activist Barbara Haaglund.

June 1990 (12-21-08) Part 2 of Sentinel reporter Greg Beebee’s interview w/Norse

June 1990 (2-1-09) Discussion “Homeless Congress”, 4th of July Rally....1990 Sleeping Ban Trial of Joe Parker

July 3, 1990 (10-28-18) Broadcast Discussing the Next Day’s 4th of July Homeless Congress in Santa Cruz

May 1991 (1-4-09) KZSC interview of SPAN [Stop Police Abuse Now!]—activists “Nutcracker” Nick Whitehead, “Bathrobespierre” Robert Norse, Linda “the Lark” Edwards, “Redtop” Robert Flory... Officer Kern selectively targets Norse’s car, Sgt. Aluffi threatened to impound camera if pictures taken] Flashback cont.... responding to police misconduct...police brutality at the Town Clock World Peace Vigil against “Won Ton” Dave Jacobs...Linda Edwards on witnessing police arrests... Fighting selective enforcement..


December 1991 (4-12-09) Norse before City Council on the 200th Anniversary of the Bill of Rights “Tour of Shame/Roster of Fame” Through Santa Cruz... Return of Police Review Proposal Before City Council Kennedy, Beiers, Lane, Rittenhouse, police reps, Simba Kenyatta, Sgt. Steve Clark, Attorney Margaret Marr.

Spring and Summer 1992 (4-8-18) Flashbacks within the Flashback to the Spring and Summer of 1992... 1992 San Francisco Protests against the Mayor Jordan’s Curfew in the Wake of the Racist Rodney King Verdict...1992 People’s Park Activist David Nadel Confronting the UCB Volleyball Court...1992 City Council Meeting--on Homeless (Lack of) Services and Police Review Board...Tenderfoot Tim Rumford co-hosts the “then and now” flashbacks...More 1992 speakers: Won Ton Dave Jacobs, Linda Edwards, Tony Mello, John Malkin, Helen Ewan, Lotus Maynard, Jane Looney, Robert Norse, Linda Lemaster, Margaret Marr
May 1993 (5-17-09) (10-14-18) 5-21-93 Linda “the Lark” Edwards and “Lotta Love” Lotus Maynard on hassles at “Our Garden”; 5-15-93 KSCO Norse-hosted show on the threatened Injunction against Food Not Bombs in Santa Cruz

1993: (9-28-08) Berkeley attorney Osha Neumann on his Cal-Trans vs. homeless 1993 court victory, comments on "the Naked Guy" trial, and other antiquities

April 1993 (10-11-09) Housing California Activist Forum run by Oakland Union of the Homeless: Terry Messman

December 1993 (10-11-09) San Francisco FoodNotBombs Update.

November 1994 (12-29-05) Sleeping Ban Demo in front of Bookshop Santa Cruz on Pacific Avenue...

May 12, 1995 (4-14-19) Meadowminder Mark Co-Hosting “Back 40” Discussion with Bathrobespierre Robert...Raising Tents During the Day at the “Back 40” Coral St. Open Air Shelter...Fighting Forced Daytime Removal at the Tolerated Homeless Campground...Homeless Deaths and Anti-Homeless Violence Outside the Campground...Demanding Autonomy and Self-Government for the Homeless at the Campground...Negotiating with the Citizen’s Committee for the Homeless—the Property Owner...Sitting Ban Updates—Santa Cruz’s Eric Marcus Case and Berkeley’s Proposition O...1994’s Deadly Downtown Ordinances...Lighthouse Linda Lemaster Fights RV Citations Before “Meatgrinder” John Mulligan....Lighthouse reports on the “Above the Line” Civil Liberties Subcommittee

1996 Club Cruz #1 (8-20-17) discussing the "moderate" response to the Kennedy-Rotkin shutdown of the Coral St. Open Air Shelter--a program by Sherry Conable and Barbara Riverwomon to fund emergency shelter through the state parks as well as writer Celine-Marie Pasquale's thoughts on the early anti-homeless laws

February 23, 1996 (8-6-17) ...Copwatch/Skidmark Bob on Shameless Sheriffs in the Beachflats and other Cop Misadventures...Courage in Court from Marijuana Activist Pebbles Trippet...A Lookback at the River St. Refugees from Dragonsheart Dan Hopkins and Shannon...FNB Co-Founder "Katzenjammer" Keith McHenry on the 1996 San Francisco Food Not Bombs Struggle...A Direct Report from Iber City, Florida's Free Radio

March 1, 1996 (6-10-18) Ancient Voices at Oral Communications in February 1996...Bathrobespierre on River St. Refugee Aftermath and Planned City Hall Protests...Back-from-Bureaucracy Bob Campbell on Citizen Committee for the Homeless’s “Page Smith Community House” Controversy

March 13, 1996 (4-28-19) Refuse & Resist report from B.D....Bobby Joyce of SF Coalition on Homelessness...Ron Howard of Interfaith Shelter Program

1996? (8-20-17)...the audio of Club Cruz #1 in 1996 discussing the "moderate" response to the Kennedy-Rotkin shutdown of the Coral St. Open Air Shelter--a program by Sherry Conable and Barbara Riverwomon to fund emergency shelter through the state parks as well as writer Celine-Marie Pasquale's thoughts on the early anti-homeless laws.

March 15, 1996 (4-21-19) 15 Days Into the 8-Month Long City Hall Sleepers Vigil...Videojournalist Patrick Lancelin on Community TV’s anti-homeless shenanigans...Debob–Peppersprayed by the SCPD?...Skidmark Bob’s Gives a Copwatch Report on Officer Martin Over’s Backpack Thefts...Flashy Phil Free
Weighs In...Dialogues at the Vigil...Crossroads Chris Brozda Flayes the Homeless Community Resource Center...Louise Santana on the SCPD Assault...River St. Refugees Update

**March 1996** (10-21-18) Token Police Review by the Citizens Police Review Board–Folly or Fluff; “Friends of the Library” Tries to Stifle Flyer Distribution on the Porch of the Civic; Interviews and Call-in’s in the 2nd Week of the 8 Month Long City Hall Sleepers Vigil; Dragonsheart Dan Hopkins, Shitkicker Sean Alemi, Crossroads Chris Brozda, Skidmark Bob Duran, and other voices of those who have passed or passed on; Many a Sleepingban Buster Song from Bathrobespierre & Others

**April 29, 1996** (5-12-19) SCPD’s Steve Clark vs. City Hall Sleeper’s Protesters ...Crossroads Chris Brozda’s Report...Councilmember Katherine Beiers on Police Blanketburgling...Downtown Drumming Controversy at City Council ...Travelin’ Tom Noddy Gives the Voluntary Street Performers Guide Perspective...Beggarbacker Becky Johnson Critiques Her Citizens Committee for the Homeless

**September 1996** (10-11-09) 1996 Interview with broadcaster Perushka Obluda on the September City Hall Lockdown Sleeping Ban Protest....Caller John on panhandler...Victor Frost Panhandler and Palo Alto City Council Candidate...

**October 27, 1996** (2-10-19) Bathrobespierre Reviews the 1996 Local Council Candidates...Voices from the End of the 7½ Month City Hall Sleepers Vigil...Officers Eveleth and Over vs. Mall Homeless...Sandy Perry of San Jose Community Student Homeless Alliance...Mark Watson’s Broken Wrist...Mama Toma Sept Vigil Report...Confronting Sgt. Andy Crain for Throwing David Silva Against a Pillar During the Chaingang Lockdown...“Roughrider” Richard Quigley and Myra Whitley at Court...

**March 8, 1997** (12-9-18) Calling Out the Matthews-Rotkin City Council in the Court Crackdown on the 1996 City Hall Sleeping Protest; Deputy Fitzgerald Assaults Ageing Activist Jane Kysor for Medical Marijuana, Beggarbacker Becky Johnson Comments; Roughrider Richard Quigley Describes His Court Struggle to Maintain Motorcyclist Rights; Vinnie the V-Man on Skidmark Bob in his Hearing for “Damaging” a Police Vehicle; Nutcracker Nick Whitehead Reports on the Aftermath of the previous year’s City Council Lockdown

**Late March 1997** (6-9-19) In the corridors of the Campercrusher Court after the Camp Paradise trial of the 2001 “Camp Ross”...Bathrobespierre’s Analysis of the Trial (Guilty of “Camping” in a City with Wholly Inadequate Shelter)...Post-Trial Commentary from Larry Templeton, Karen Gillette and others

**March 30, 1997** (5-13-18) Julia Vinograd’s earlier poetry....Smoking Sylver and Kippy complain of cop crankies; oldtimers Paddy Long and Elizabeth Gipps & Norse on the Sleepcrime Chaingang Lockdown Case...13 to 37 minutes is the Silva report...Beggarbacker Becky and Lighthouse Linda on Crapmaster Kennedy....Jim on Street Spirit Vendor harassment...Officer Evelith at Friendship Corner...San Jose Community Homeless Alliance report from Sandy Perry...


**April 6, 1997** (5-3-18) Justman Jim Cosner’s Chat with the FBI...Shitkicker Shawn Alemi’s Street Report...Palo Alto Lookback....Beggarbacker Becky Johnson on Citizen Committee for the Homeless’s latest..
May 18, 1997 (4-22-18) …Skidmark Bob on the New Leaf, Downtown Association Crackdown on Food Not Bombs …Arrests for Flowerpicking, Panhandler Pummeling, and Other Familiar Tales of Terror…Bob Campbell reviews the Medical Marijuana Situation…San Jose Community Homeless Alliance Ministry Nancy Nichols Reports…Norse on the ”Toy Poodle” Police Review Board in Santa Cruz…Robin Pickets "Bead It" Bigotry from a long-gone Pacific Avenue biz.


November 1997 (5-25-08)(3-8-18) Activist David Silva on Community TV debating the Sleeping Ban Repeal Initiative of 1997 with Chris Wilder and Barbara Hall

November 2, 1997 (9-23-18) Cornerstone Carol Denney covers Berkeley City Council’s OK of Police Pepper Spray; Beggarbacker Becky Johnson and Dead-On David Silva Critique the Council’s Social Service Committee; South Spit Jetty Homeless in Eureka: Bathrobespierre Cross Examines the Bureaucrat and Supports the Victims

November 6, 1997 (12-9-18) Pointed Musical Burlesque from the 1981 S.F. Mime Troupe’s Americans in Last Tango In Huahuatenango; Bathrobespierre Gets Busted in S.F. for Being in a Park in Food Not Bombs follies; L.A. Coalition to End Hunger and Homelessness Activist Bob Ehrlenbush on Dumping the Begging Ban; Officer Bully-the-Bums Brandt Reportedly Threatens to Unleash his Police Dog

December 11, 1997 (10-7-18) Failure of the Citizens Police Review Board in the 1997 SCPD Slaying of Happy John Dine; Rightwing Renegade Wiley Drake Stands up for the Homeless in southern California; Bathrobespierre Relives his Fifteen Minutes of Fame on New York TV

December 23, 1997 (12-23-18) Flashback to Earlier Days But Similar Ways: Attorney Anthony Bole Defends Patricia Gardella for Sitting on a Bench; Curfew Analysis and the “Happy John Dine” Cover-Up Update; Annie Voice of SF Liberation Radio Weighs In; Santa Monica’s Jennifer Waggoner on her Housing Takeover Arrest


December 10, 1998 (12-16-18) Flashback to Activist Response to another “Progressive Victory and Stall”: Chaz, Constanza, and Dennis Reim expose police harassment in Dec 7th Wintertalk; FCC attacks on an earlier more vibrant Free Radio Santa Cruz; “Tuf-Love” Laura Tucker and “Lighthouse Linda” Lemaster recall “Linda the Lark” Edwards Heroism in 1993 and “Progresive” prospects of the new City Council; ”Bashful” Bernard Kitzner on “Don’t Sleep Night”; “Crossroads" Chris Brozda on his Van Seizure after 70 Days in Jail; “Down for the Struggle” Donna Deiss’s Santa Cruz Tenants Union (TRUSC) report;
“Jackhammer” John Vance’s Update from Telegraph Ave. in Berkeley; (Hard to Hear) Testimony at the Shitty Council in late November 1998; “Beggarbacker” Becky Johnson’s Homeless Community Resource Center; HUFF Xmas Songs santa-Cruz style from 1998... 

**January 17, 1999** (12-2-18) Meanness Monitor Richard Quigley Challenging Deputy Nielson DooDoo; Attorney Catnip Kate Wells On Local Civil Rights lawsuits of the time; Beggarbacker Becky Johnson Bashes Deputy Fitzgerald’s Bad Behavior; Bashful Bernard Klitzner Revs up Against the Sleeping Ban; Vinnie the V-Man Updates the Free Radio Struggle Back Then


**March 1999** (5-20-18) Community TV exchange on City Council’s Sleeping Ban Sell-Out with David Silva confronting Chris Krohn on Becky John’s Club Cruz show (the entire 5-20 show a Silva memorial).

**April 1, 1999** (12-28-18) JayJay on Expulsion from Armory Winter Shelter and Homeless Day Center...Mark on Violence Against the Homeless...Local Green Party dances around local civil liberties violations...Cuastic commentary by Beggarbecker Becky and Bathrobespierre Robert...Drahgee Ursovich on NATO bombing of Serbia

**August 5, 1999** (9-21-17) (12-17-17) in-depth interview with Brayton Thompkins, Renegade Refugee from The Santa Cruz Sentinel, with homeless activists V-Man, Skidmark Bob, Bathrobespierre Robert, and others.

**December 9, 1999** (4-7-19) Homeless Assaulted: Carl Beaten Up then Rebuffed by Police—an Account…Mike Smith on the Salinas City Council meeting on the Shooting of Joe Hernandez…Brief Rebellion of the City’s Homeless Issues Task Force…Police “Trollbusting”? …Bunny’s Shoes Attempts to Expel Robert Steffan from the Sidewalk with a TRO


**April 2000** (6-29-08) Flashback: April 2000: Pie in the Pusser award to Mike Rotkin at City Council...April 2000 Council Meeting: David Silva, Roxanne Acquistepache

**July 2, 2000** (8-27-17) Call-in’s from Richard Quigley, Doug McGrath, Bob Lamonika, Kate Wells, Becky Johnson, and the V-Man. Topics covered are Rancho Del Mar and the Sheriff's Attack on Youth Counselor Jerry Henry The Midnight Execution of the Proposed Safe Sleeping Zones at City Council, Homeless Organizing under the short-lived ROAR (Restore Our Alienated Rights) The Council's Crushing of only open Medical Marijuana Dispensary in the City, Civil Rights Attorney Wells Reviews a Variety of Local Cases, the Dolphin-Lee/Nueva Vista Force Feeding, the Early Progress of "Needles on Wheels"-- Forced Psychiatric Treatment at Home, and much more.

**October 2000** (6-29-08) Flashback Audio: Homeless Service Providers (Ken Cole, Christine Lyons-Johnson, Paul Brindel) Answer Questions from City Council Candidates in October 2000..

**November 23, 2000** (1-11-18) Beggarbacker Becky Johnson and Bathrobespierre Robert report to the S.F. Coalition on Homelessness’s Elissa de la Pena on Santa Cruz civil rights violations in November
2000...Interview of attorney James Fossbinder, whose client Beggarbacker Becky won $10,000 settlement for LAPD police brutality.

**January 7, 2001** (6-14-18) Norse critques newly-elected “Progressives” Emily Reilly & Ed Porter as well as :“Three Amigos” Green Party candidate Tim Fitzmaurice for their reversals on homeless rights & services in the Koffee Klatch Three case...Looking back at Officer David LaFaver’s assault on a mother and child at the 1999 Kosovo war protest...Chris Connolton, local teacher and Koffee Klatcher plays audio of his interview with Mayor Fitzmaurice

**January 23, 2001** (12-24-17) ’Nuf Said Nancy Mc Cradie of Santa Barbara’s Homes on Wheels, City Council’s burial of the Citizens Police Review Board.

**February 2001** (2-18-18) Street Interviews, a Phone Chat with Bob Lamonika re: Rent Control, other

**February 4, 2001** (2-11-18) Lookback at SCPD Harassment for Street Newspaper Sales...Julia Vinograd’s Blues for All Of Us ...S.F. Liberation Radio Richard Edmondsen ...Bicyclist Shawn Duncan Hit by Motorist in Bush Protest 1-20-01...Upcoming Trial for the Koffee Klatch 3 ...Street Jeweler Gets Butchie Baker Treatment

**February 2, 2001** (2-11-18) Calling foul on the Cops—How Loud Should You Be?...Lookback at SCPD Harassment for Street Newspaper Sales...Julia Vinograd’s Blues for All of Us...S.F. Liberation Radio’s Richard Edmonsen...Bicyclist Sawn Duncan hit by motorist in anti-Bush protest 1-20-01...Upcoming trial for the Koffee Klatch 3...Street jeweler gets Butchie Baker treatment

**Early February 2001** (2-18-18) Bad Luck Ben describes a vehicular sleeping ban bust…Battling Bob Lamonika gives a phone interview on the 2001 struggle for Rent Control…Crossroads Chris Brozda on his arrest and 180-day incarceration for photographing supervisor Mardi Wormhoudt…disabled vehicle dweller Mark Anderson on his lone Sleeping and Marijuana tickets—4 days in jail…Connie and Cynthia recall the 1995 Coral St. Open Air Shelter & Bogus cop stops…plus more, natch.

**February 11, 2001** (5-6-18) Updates from the Citizens Police Review Board, Green Party, SC Action Network, City Council...Norse Chats with UCSC Sleeping Ban Researcher Lea...Steve Argue update...Jill Butler on UCSC’s Holiday Inn Scam...Merlin on Capitola Trailercourt Life...Green Party closes ranks to support an anti-homeless Mayor...Bob Lamonika on Rent Gouging...Portland’s Gallagher decision throws out their Sleeping Ban...Tom Reville, Lee Buter, Linda Lemaster, Christina Tofoya, and more speak out

**June 2001** (10-12-08) Interviews during another attack on drummers and nearby “free” vendors and leaflers near the Santa Cruz Downtown Wednesday Farmer's market]...Janet Blaser, 2001 Farmer's Market Manager Way Back interviewed and then publicly criticized

**June 21, 2001** (2-22-09) A Visit to the Homeless-Run Camp Paradise 6-21-01 with Mike Schmidt, Don Dible, Larry Templeton, and others

**October 3, 2001** (12-21-17) Farmer's Market Citation for Petitioning in Support of the Drum Circle

**November 29, 2001** (6-2-19) In the corridors of the Campercrusher Court after the Camp Paradise trial of the 2001 “Camp Ross”…Bathrobespierre’s Analysis of the Trial (Guilty of “Camping” in a City with Wholly Inadequate Shelter)...Post-Trial Commentary from Larry Templeton, Karen Gillette and others

**December 15, 2001** (2-4-18) John Malkin interviews Brent Adams on the 75 River St. Occupation...Santa Cruz Post-Occupiers Support Oakland Port Shutdown...Camille’s Account of her Arrest for Peaceful Early Evening Protest Outside the County Building ...Subsequent 50-75 Person Protest at the S.C. Jail Against Occupy Arrests...General Assembly ...Report from Frankfurt Germany on Occupy the...Jeff, Smart Meter Fighter on Sheriff Wowak & Board of Supervisors Crushing Smart Meter Protest

**February 17, 2002** (3025-18) Hippie Planter Hotspot outside New Leaf Market...Hannah the Streetsinger and others on the Street Scene)Justin on Musical Warfare Against Street culture by the “Happy Hosts”...Turning the Tables on the Badgebullies—Complaints against the Hosts for “Unreasonable Noise”...Musicman Mike True’s Account...Camp Paradise and SC Service Corps Larry Templeton Update...Pat Kittle, Ed Howes, Hobo Lee on Dirty Campers in the Woods...Dangerous John T. on Officer Bulldog Brandt...HUFF’s anti-electoral advice

**February 24, 2002** (10-1-17) street minister Jerry Henry and attorneys Art Dudley and Kate Wells on his trial for disrupting a public business by encouraging youth as a counselor to feel okay in gathering in the public spaces outside what was the Aptos Gautchalks, SC Deputy’s Office, and Coffee Roasting Company...Kate Wells on medical marijuana prosecutions and the homeless persecution...A phone Interview with Jack Tefara of Portland’s Dignity Village....Councilmember Sugar on “the Magnet Effect”...Richelle, Linda Lemaster, Puppetman, Jeff the Fiddler, William Wesley Crow, Cannabis Carol, Razor Ray, Ed--voices from and about the street ... ...Michael Schmidt, former CEO of Chamber of Commerce, homeless advocate, and supervisorial candidate...the City attempts to restrict private property 3-day limit for camping in yards, and church/businesses...and more!

**March 31, 2002** (8-20-17) City Council aftermath of its arrest of Bathrobespierre Robert for making a silent mock Nazi salute protesting the shutdown of Oral Communications by then-Mayor Christopher Krohn.....Hot words and extensive discussion of the protest at "Yuppie Planter", the public area in front of New Leaf Market stolen by the City to drive away youth and hippie gatherings

**September 2002** (1-21-18) Eric Lawson—writer whose vehicle-home was confiscated...John Donahue from the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless...Sally Zinman on forced commitment and drugging...Becky Johnson, Anita Henry remember Patches a homeless resident of Santa Cruz..and more

**October 14, 2002** (8-5-18) Partial recording of the CPRB Selective Enforcement Hearing (stored under This PC>Videos.VHS to DVD>DVD Folders> CPRB hearing 10-14-02 Becky Johnson, Mark Halfmoon
January 16, 2003 (11-18-17) Peace activist Joe Williams and Co-Hosts Jeffrey Gale and Bathrobespierre Robert Norse Defend the Street Performers Voluntary Guidelines in the days before their destruction at City Council's hands.

March 6 and 9, 2003 (4-15-18) San Francisco anti-war activists hit the streets in early March 2003...Olivia Brownrabbit Describes Police Repression on Anti-War Homeless Activists on Pacific Avenue...A lot more of the same

October 5, 2004 (10-8-17)(10-5-17) Phone Interview with Robert Whitaker exposing of the Mental Illness Manufacturing Machine (my phrase, not his)

October 10, 2004 (6-17-18) Federal Raid Seizes FRSC’s Equipment and prompts mass protest...Mediawatch activist Ann Simonton attacks San Francisco Initiative proposing Decriminalization of Prostitution...


September 8, 2005 (5-31-18) Surviving Psychiatry: length interview with Jeffrey Lustman, southern California attorney about his struggle with institutional shrinks

Sunday, November 8, 2005 (7-16-17)* phone discussion with "Tax and Regulate Marijuana" advocate and pollster Tim Rinker...Mayor Mike Rotkin's hokey Office of Compassionate Use (OCU)...Halloween-on-Pacific-Avenue clips....Compassion Flower Inn hostess Andrea Tishler discusses...Santa Cruz's Measure K on the November 2006 ballot ...Attorney Kate Wells on tasering cases and Richard Quigley...

Thursday, December 15, 2005 (7-20-17)* "Ocean" vs. Officer "Robocop" Perr... More interviews from New Year's Eve 1993-4 and the police-provoked riot downtown....FRSC broadcaster Sandino SCPDed as a burglary suspect...Human Rights Day (12-11) downtown with Lex La Fortune, Becky Johnson, Paul Ortiz,

February 16, 2006 (4-1-18) Bathrobespierre dissects the Mathews’ Council’s Parking Lot Panic Law…. Rico Thunder (aka Wes Modes) on SCPDSpying on the DIY New Year's Eve March prep…Report on an interview with “Turn ‘em Away” Tim Bratton, manager of the Vet’s Building…Street Interviews: Experiences with cops...Mad Mike the Wonderdog on police beating the bushes...”Pirate”, “Damian”, and “Parrot” downtown…Coralee’s downtown interviews with Roger Ecetera, Brandon the cello player,Marilyn of Alfresco’s, BigDrum Brent, Guitar Joe, Mama Val Promise, “Under Arrest” and others ...Michelle Beltos on being denied River St. shelter access..John Maurer’s update on his “Fuck the Pigs” lawsuit.

February 16, 2006 (11-1-18) The aftermath of the Spygate scandal involving SCPD’s then-Deputy Chief Kevin Vogel and his rubberstamping of political surveillance of the First Night DIY march of two months before; Caustic deconstruction of Public Police Oversight Auditor Bob
Arenson's report critiqueing the SCPD's spy activities–Arenson's one public positive action in supposedly monitoring SCPD misbehavior.

**December 3, 2006** (4-8-18) Flashbacks within the Flashback to the Spring and Summer of 1992…

**March 22, 2007** (5-13-18)… includes an examination of Homeless (Lack of) Service Center’s Exec Director Ken Cole Talks to Downtown Neighbors….Becky Johnson’s Memorial for Chris Brozda….Street Interviews aplenty...

**May 31, 2007** (7-8-18) …Swami’s Downtown Report on Cosmo Arrest of 5-27 and other police actions… Discussion of “Unreasonable noise” and Street Performers…”Mad” John Telfair calls in… 6th Sleeping Ticket for Craig Canada…Street performers make a police complaint against a motorcyclist…Reports from Ragin’ Ron, EagleEye Ed, Shantyshack Shannan, Tickettaker Trey, and Caustic Colin (denouncing mld in the HSC showers)…AIIds sufferer Shane denied service, reports Donna Deiss….Infraction window clerks call deputies on activists seeking public access to Sleeping Ban citations

**July 8, 2007** (10-14-18) Gillian Greensite on Rape Investigation Problems in Santa Cruz…Troublesome Thomas Leavitt and Bathrobespierre Robert Norse discuss +++ the L.A. Jones decision establishing the “Right to Sleep” on the sidewalks of Skid Row at night; +++ “Palm Springs Bum” [Craig Canada]’s struggle to use medical marijuana as a necessity defense in a Sleeping Ban case in Santa Cruz; +++ New police powers against police review boards—the Copley decision; +++ Shutting down the E-3 Nightclub; +++ Women’s Advocate Gillian Greensite v. Councilmember Mike Rotkin on the SCPD and Rape; Greensite on Sexual Education; +++ Wes, the E-3 owner, speaks in defense of his nightclub; +++ Street Reports—Shane on RV Harassment and more...


**January 1, 2009** (12-30-18) Laguna Beach ACLU Files Lawsuit Against Sleeping Ban; Copwatch w Mendicant Mark, Ernie Johnson, Pythonwearer, & Fat Eddie; Visionsong Valerie sings “Downtown”; Michele B, Airplane Bob, Becka, Marvin Meccam, Bashful Bernard, BamBam, Drummer Dave, J.P Freeman & More; Julia Vinograd’s “Bubbles and Bones”; the 2008 DIY Parade with Beggarbacker Becky, Visionsong, Lisa Luck, & Sgt. Bush

**Feb 1, 2009** (8-19-18) Deconstructing Sgt. Harms as he chats W/Copwatcher (1-20)…Thomas G. complains Harms “treated me like a dog”…Steve the first-time caller critiques police…Dave the Drummer on the Drum Circle Fate during the Farmer's Market vacation…Street Interviews: Loggan
Grittam on cops using “car will be towed” ruse to lure him out of house for a retaliatory false arrest... [http:// www.RonPaul.meetup.com/87] O, My Sole customer Mariola and her companion Joelle complain of abuse from manager Eric and subsequent police excessive force from Sgt. Harms...disabled Matthew Hastings talks of Sleeping ticket harassment, police seizing property... Sgt. Harms' account of Eric v. Mariola incident at O, My Sole...Merryweather Mike reports BamBam refused right to announce City Council meeting at the Soup Kitchen..More 1-20 accounts: Police problems in San Jose; Santa Cruz Revival ticketed in November for singing Amazing Grace and feeding homeless in front of Borders...Josh commends Sgt. Harms... “Barack Obama International Terrorist” --confronting the Obamats on Coronation Day... “How Obama's New Rules Keep Intact The Torture Ban That Doesn't Ban Torture” By Allan Nairn at ...[http://www.counterpunch.org/nairn01262009.html] ...Curbsquattor Colin reports on local Democratic Party driving away poor and homeless from Obama Day feed...1-21 Drum Circle chat...Interviews from 12-12-08: Michael Maisley's hammer culcimer... Autumn's SitBan and Panhandling tickets--for holding a cardboard sign at night...Drummer Tamarock's full-moon update—a ticket for jaywalking with a drum...Lt. Martinez's Update in front of New Leaf... Sam reports wheelchair Wheels's hassle and smoking ticket from Officer Forbus (?); woman's life on the streets...Jay's sings “One of These Days...Donny's Street Rap.... Terry and John's mall-and-food service report; praise for Officer Peabody...Brent Adams phone report Brandt/O'Neil's Sports Shop harassment... Vice-Mayor Rotkin interview on the Downtown Ordinance changes (Part 1)


December 6, 2009 (7-30-17) Lost Show: .....Tusseling with Chris of Western Service Workers Assn… Penny Jurnberg of Needle Exchange…Becky Johnson on Chip of the DTA’s attempted removal of HUFF from the Downtown Association Xmas parade

December 31, 2009 (1-6-19) Late great Uncle Dennis hosts with Curbhugger Chris; J. Dawson and R. Adams ID Chief Ranger Wallace’s illegal seizures; Merryweather Mike and “Santa” Dennis Adams; Vet Brian Keith calls for Tent City; Whitney Wilde & Becky Johnson, Curtis Reliford, Colin, Daniel Barker on the DIY parade; Ron Hughes v. Shadowside Steve, Gabe and Becky J in anti-smoking debate; Officer Winston’s Wild and Wooly Ways; Homeless Death memorial Protest

January 17, 2010 (11-3-17) activists grilling then-Mayor Mike Rotkin (9-24-17) The 1-17-10 Flashback features the Rotkin Roast as well as audio of the HUFF singers given $200+ tickets for singing "Downtown" with lyrics denouncing anti-homeless laws and practices in downtown Santa Cruz. )

April 18, 2010 (7-15-18) Aftermath of Beggarbecker Becky John’s Sinister Sidewalk Singalong Trial…Travelin’ Tom Noddy Chronicles the History of Street Performer Resistance to Official Crackdowns

May 19, 2010 (7-29-18) ACLU Canvassers driven away from Trader Jo’s parking lot by security thugs … Dennis Peron denounces “Tax and Regulate” Marijuana Initiative…Reflections on May 1, 2010
Dancing Parade…Marijuana Relegalization Policy Project…Curbhugger Chris & Others on the May 1 “Riot”…FBI grilling arrestee at SCPD?…Robert “Blindbear” Facer’s Tent Temple…James on Capitola Trader Jo’s Harassment for petition circulating…Drum Circle Dispersement

July 22, 2010 (10-28-18) First Half of the Free Radio Broadcast Covering the Ongoing PeaceCamp 2010 Occupation at the County Building with Curbhugger Chris Doyen & Others

April 14, 2011 (7-13-17) Street reports Former FRSC broadcaster Dana, Dreamcatcher and Shariani’s Computer Wedding, Street Musician Repression Commentary, Mark Brody on CVS insecure hypersecurity and broader losses; Fresno journalist Mike Rhodes on City’s “Let ‘Em Die on the Streets” in spite of surplus money;

October 6, 2011 (8-5-18) …First Afternoon and Evening of the Fall Santa Cruz Occupy Movement…Photographer and journalist Alex Darocy Chronicles & Comments … Voices from Birthing Rebellion: K.C., Frances, David, and more … Curbhugger Chris Doyon (Commander X) Comments and co-Hosts …Driven to Shirt Theft from Eco-Good to Expose the Greenwash? … Catching former Judge “Kangaroo” Tom Kelly on Pacific Avenue… Learning the Law and Scoping the Santa Barbara streets with Doyon’s attorney Jay Lederman

December 4, 2011 (3-11-18) Classic Street Songstering from Phil Free & Skidmark Bob—“Have a Happy Fuckin’ Day”…Military Occupations Abroad…Turmoil in the Occudome…Deputies Hit the Occupdome—Mike’s Report…Bank Evicts 103 year old woman…Attorney/Activist Ed Frey arrested while Copwatching…Lighthouse Linda Lemaster Boosts a defense benefit to fight the anti-homeless Lodging Law.

December 15, 2011 (2-4-18, 2-25-18) John Malkin interviews Brent looking back on the 75 River. St. occupation two weeks later…Nutcrack Nick and others on the Occupy Wall Street shutdown of the Oakland Ports…Camille’s Account of her arrest for peaceful early evening protest outside the County Building challenging the new 7 PM curfew law…subsequent protests at the jail…updates on the false police arrest at the 1st San Lorenzo Camp shutdown in 2011…sheriff ignore the Supervisors Smart Meter Moratorium…other stuff as well

December 29, 2011 (2-1-18) Dead on David Silva’s on-the-street reports and outcry…Lighthouse Linda Lemaster on her 647e prosecution appeal of the 2010 PeaceCamp protest a year before… the ReOccupy—former Mayor Don Lane talks to the ReOccupiers…Silva praises and Scope-it-Out Scott critiques then-Mayor Lane…Speedwalker Steve Pleich muses on potential upcoming charges against the (as then) unnamed 13 who occupied the 75 River St. Wells Fargo-leased bank building several weeks before…”Gone Lame” Mayor Lane holds fast to anti-homeless positions…

March 1, 2012 (5-27-18) Occupy S.C. survivor back UCSC protest against state cuts…2-24-12 Interview with former Mayor Katherine Beiers and her felonious frolic at the 75 River St. occupation in 2011…Lighthouse Linda, Beggarbacker Becky, and Scope-it-Out Scott Weigh in on the Beiers back-and-forth.

December 29, 2011 (2-1-18) Dead On David Silva’s on-the-street reports and outcry…Lighthouse Linda Lemaster on her 647e prosecution appeal of the 2010 PeaceCamp protest a year before… the ReOccupy—former Mayor Don Lane talks to the Re-Occupiers…Silva Praises and Scope-It-Out Scott Critques then-Mayor Lane…Speedwalker Steve Pleich muses on Potential Upcoming Charges Against The (As then) Un-named Thirteen Who occupied the 75 River St. Wells Fargo-leased bank building several weeks before…“Gone Lame” Mayor Holds Fast to Anti-Homeless Positions.

April 26, 2012 (7-27-17) attorney David Beauvais on government theft of children and the Santa Cruz Eleven ad Barrister Bob Lee, Dead-On David Silva, and Diane Gordon on surviving outside (or not).

August 30, 2012 (3-31-19) Street Talk with Street Musicians…SCPĐ’s Bike Grab—An Analysis by Steve Schnaar… SC 11 Updates—First Year of Freezing Activism by D.A. Bob Lee…Schnaar on Police Actions Against Homeless Camps

June 9, 2013 (9-3-17) Katenzjammer Keith McHenry on the Santa Cruz Aftermath of the Occupy Movement, Bathrobespierre Robert Norse on the Anti-Homeless Hit Parade of 2013 Laws, an Analysis of Take Back Santa Cruz, & Steve Schnaar on the SCPD Blockade of the Bike Church's Bike Distribution to Poor Folks.

April 25, 2013 (12-31-17) Cody on the Visible Sleepers protest…Commander X…SC 11 Update..70 year old Barbara Feldhouse tackled by the SCPD…Norse on the Cowell Beach Curfew…bits from the 4-24 Homelessness Forum, Marat/Sade Part 2…Brent Adams on Office Vasquez’s brutal takedown of Richard Hardy…and more.

July 21, 2013 (8-13-17)...Raven on Homeless (Lack of) Services Center abuses; Hutch on exclusion at SC Diner, Trader Jo's, and SC Motel...NAACP rally denouncing Zimmerman verdict in the murder of Tryvon Martin...Wolf accuses SCPD Officers Ahlers and Winston of three assaults...Moose critiques Cafe Pergolesi...In-studio interview with Ed Davidson on City Council's Consent Agenda manipulation..."Scope it Out" Scott vs. "Educate 'em" Ed on the Broadway-Bromer Bikepath

December 19, 2013 (11-25-18) Looking Back with Doug Loisel: An hour and a quarter with former Homeless (Lack of) Services Center Director–the Last Accessible Captain of the Coral Street Concentration Zone.

March 16, 2014 (9-16-18) Santa Barbara poet and activist Peter Marin’s 1987 essay “Hating and Helping the Homeless” [https://www.msu.edu/~jdowell/135/PMarin.html ]… Phone Interview with Marin on (a) destruction of SRO’s, homeless camps, and other survival venues for the poor and homeless, (b)LA ACLU fight in Santa Barbara against RV harassment; *** falling away of human rights activists and rise of social service bureaucrats; *** talking homeless issues to death;*** mental health bureaucrat incompetence and dumping the homeless out of jail at night 7 miles away; *** liberals not conservatives the main problem;*** last resort shelter becomes recovery program requiring “participation” *** large numbers or activist confrontation not endless dialogue is what works; *** Library and State State street scene;…Lighthouse Linda reports on her Exploring Homelessness Together group…Scarfseller Kate update…Activist Dennis E. on protest in China…Brian pans First Alarm’s “Big John”

December 18, 2014 (11-12-17) …John Malkin reviews the SCPD and the (then) recent BEARCAT controversy; "Catch Her if you Can" Katy on the Homeless Reading of the Dead at the Homeless (Lack of) Services Center, and Robert Aguirre on the Demolition and Deportation of the San Jose "Jungle"
January 8, 2015 (1-10-19) Frankenfurter the Wire Tree Vendor; Stay-Away Stalinism–Account and Commentary: Mayor Don Lane’s Deceptive “Decorum Rule” on “Disruption”; Bearcat Vehicle Controversy FallOut: Protest

January 18, 2015 ((3-10-19) HUFF’s 2014 scrutiny of SCPD racial and class discrimination; City Council psuedo-decorum...Tidbit Tunes from the Santa Cruz Appropriate Musical–Urinetown...Armored Vehicle for the SCPD? Opponents Face Down the “Bearcat” January 13, 2015...Oral Communications from the Angry and the Puzzled at Council

January 29, 2015 (9-10-17) Analysis of the 2nd Round of the Stay-Away Order Struggle at City Council back then, and a dialogue with legal worker Ray Glock-Grueneich.

March 15, 2015 (2-24-19) Red Church Roughtalk…Stay Away Order Expansion at City Council–Deepening Repression...Bad News from the Berkeley “Progressives”...“Wild and Wooly” Warren West on the failed 180/180 Program...Salinas Slimesurfing with Bill Black...Sherry Conable at City Council...“Don’t Duck’ Dan MacMullan Covers Berkeley

April 5, 2015 (3-3-19) The Earlier Attack UCSC Goes After the Trees in People’s Park...“Bearcat” Bullshitting–Commentary on Reactionary “Lane” Council’s Business-as-usual...Lighthouse Linda Lemaster Deconstructs False Poverty Programs...Street Reports–the Down’s...and the Further Down’s.

April 26, 2015 (2-3-19) Cannabis Advocates Alliance advocate Pat Malo on the successful Cultivation Salvation Referendum...with Steve Pleich and Lighthouse Linda Lemaster; Phoenix, the Heavenly Harpist; Fighting the 24-hour Permit Parking Homeless Ban on Coral; Interviews w/Hutch, John, Sonny, Joe Reyes; Malkin interviews Chris. Hedges

June 7, 2015 (3-7-19) Prologue to the Rise of the Freedom Sleepers with the Cut-off of Meal Services at Coral St....Steffan Nelson and Andy Carcello Blow the Whistle on the Homeless (Lack of) Services Center...Former HLOSC Director Doug Loisel Gives Background and Updates

MISPLACED SHOWS

March 16, 1996 (12-29-05)--City Hall Sleepers Protest: Flashback: Nov ’94 Sleeping Ban Demo in front of Bookshop Santa Cruz on Pacific Avenue...4-20-19: Probably wrong. There’s no March 16, 1996 show and the 12-29-05 flashback appears to be from September 1996